
Art Grade 8 ~ Mask Making  Project 

 

 

 

There are several parts to this project:  (Worth Total 15%) 

 
1. Pre-Sketch:  This sketch needs to be completed and coloured and passed in with the other 

parts of your project.  Worth 3%  
 

2. Mask:  This is the main part of the project.  You have 4 classes to complete this section and 

will be marked on your attention to detail, creativity and effort.  Worth 7% 

 

3. Written Portion: You also have to write a small information bi-line about your mask.  You will 

be marked on your creativity and references made to your mask.  Worth 5% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is the marking rubric you will be graded with: 
 

PRE-SKETCH PORTION 

Pre-sketch demonstrates planning      0 1 2 3 
1-Basic design / minimum detail, no reference to colour 

2-Good design, general idea of how mask should look  

3-Good design, a lot of detail, very close to final product, evident care and effort 

 

MASK PORTION: 

Mask making (plaster done as demonstrated)    0 1 

Mask design (detail in painting)      0 1 2 3 
1-Minimium details 

2-Some details, minimal effort 

3- Large amount of details / obvious care given 

Additional features (glitter/ add-ons etc..) ADD to piece   0 1 

OR Absence of these things equally add to overall product  

Care / Neatness of mask / painting      0 1 

Overall aesthetics (Wow factor)      0 1 

 

WRITTEN PORTION: 

Reference made to themselves as the artist     0 1 

Mask given a title        0 1 

Describes reasons/ purpose  for specific features (at least 2)   0 1 2 
1-Some detail 

2-Good description/ detail 

Neatness / Care evident of final copy / evidence of thought  0 1 

 

 

 



Mask ~ Written Portion 

 
Pretend you are a curator in an Art Museum and you are writing a bi-line to go under 

your mask in the museum.  Make sure to include the following points: 

 
 Reference to yourself as an artist 

 The TITLE or name of your mask and why it is a  

 2 or 3 specific details of your mask and the significance of it.  (example, it is blue to represent 

sadness and despair) 

 You will also be marked on your neatness and clearness of thought. 

 

Here is an example: 

This mask titled “Stressed” was created by world-renown artist T.K. Bowers.  It 
was created as a visual statement of the extreme demands placed upon Bowers in 
her high-stressed job of working with emotional and often moody Grade 8 
students.  Through her work, we realize only a person with the perseverance and 
patience of God, is able to maintain sanity in such a harsh and inhospitable 
environment.  Notice the lines of despair etched deeply upon the masks face.  The 
vibrant clash of colours like purple and yellow represent the extreme contrast 
between teacher and student perspectives.  The absence of hair figuratively 
represents the hair that she pulls out daily when dealing with adolescent logic.   

 

Write yours below and cut out and place onto a sheet of construction paper / card 

stock.  Overall presentation and neatness is important!   
 

 

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

              


